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        DCS_STB_58_01.jpg
EXT. GAS STATION - DAY

TESSA is engrossed in her smartphone, smiling - 
her last post is enjoying a great response.

        DCS_STB_58_02.jpg

        <No intersecting link>

        <No intersecting link>

        DCS_STB_58_03.jpg

She doesn’t notice PAUL climbing out of the ice 
cream bike in the BACK, waddling towards the 
SUPERMARKET.

        DCS_STB_59_01.jpg
INT. SUPERMARKET - DAY

LIVI, MALEA, KENNY and DENIZ are loading 
up their shopping cart when suddenly they hear 
loud SCREAMING - from the direction of the fish 
counter!

        <No intersecting link>        DCS_STB_59_02.jpg
CUSTOMER

There... there... there is a Penguin!
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        DCS_STB_59_03.jpg
LIVI just sees PAUL ...

        DCS_STB_59_04.jpg
... sliding on his stomach over the bed of ice cubes 
with beautifully arranged fish fillets.

        <No intersecting link>

        <No intersecting link>

        DCS_STB_59_05.jpg

        DCS_STB_59_06.jpg
Arriving at the end of the fish counter, he grabs a 
fish and wiggles off.

        <No intersecting link>        DCS_STB_59_07.jpg
AN EMPLOYEE wants to reach for him, ...
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        DCS_STB_59_08.jpg
... but slips on the wet floor, which is being mopped 
by a JANITOR.

        DCS_STB_59_09.jpg
PAUL slithers away smoothly on his belly.

        <No intersecting link>

        <No intersecting link>

        DCS_STB_59_10.jpg

        DCS_STB_59_11.jpg
LIVI

Shit!

        <No intersecting link>        DCS_STB_59_12.jpg

LIVI runs after him, but PAUL is simply faster on 
the wet floor. LIVI also slips and falls lengthwise, 
plowing into the JANITOR in the process.
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        DCS_STB_59_13.jpg
LIVI

Sorry!

        DCS_STB_59_14.jpg

        <No intersecting link>

        <No intersecting link>

        DCS_STB_59_15.jpg
CUSTOMERS scream, CHILDREN watch enthusi-
astically. 

        DCS_STB_59_16.jpg
SOMEONE pulls out his cell phone - ...

        <No intersecting link>        DCS_STB_59_17.jpg
and PAUL ...
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        DCS_STB_59_18.jpg
... has already disappeared again.

        DCS_STB_59_19.jpg

        <No intersecting link>

        <No intersecting link>

        DCS_STB_59_20.jpg

        DCS_STB_59_21.jpg
The damp trail leads to a gigantic deep-freeze 
rack. LIVI comes running just as PAUL jumps in 
there. She tries to grab the PENGUIN between the 
ice-cold products, but PAUL is faster - dives to the 
bottom.

        <No intersecting link>        DCS_STB_59_22.jpg
We can tell the path he’s taking by his bow wave of 
frozen products flying out of the chest.
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        DCS_STB_59_23.jpg
LIVI doesn’t manage to grab PAUL - he keeps slip-
ping and seems to think the whole thing is a game. 

        DCS_STB_59_24.jpg
At the end of the refrigerated shelf, PAUL reap-
pears ...

        <No intersecting link>

        <No intersecting link>

        DCS_STB_59_25.jpg
... and bounces back to the floor. He staggers.

        DCS_STB_59_26.jpg
A SECURITY MAN gets in PAUL’S way. 

        <No intersecting link>        DCS_STB_59_27.jpg
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        DCS_STB_59_28.jpg

        DCS_STB_59_29.jpg
At this moment, PAUL lets out a gigantic belch - a 
torrent of fish parts pours ...

        <No intersecting link>

        <No intersecting link>

        DCS_STB_59_30.jpg
... onto the SECURITY MAN.

        DCS_STB_59_31.jpg
DENIZ takes advantage of the opportunity: while 
the SECURITY MAN curses and cleans himself off, 
DENIZ grabs PAUL ...

        <No intersecting link>        DCS_STB_59_32.jpg
... and unceremoniously puts him into the shopping 
cart. He slips off his hoodie and covers the PIN-
GUIN with it.
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        DCS_STB_59_33.jpg
LIVI

Thanks! Cool move!

DENIZ has no time to blush. LIVI pushes on. 

        DCS_STB_59_34.jpg

        <No intersecting link>

        <No intersecting link>

        DCS_STB_59_35.jpg
Arriving at the checkout, they stack the food so 
high on the checkout belt that the CASHIER scans 
the sighted goods. Then she sees the hoodie in the 
shopping cart.  

        DCS_STB_59_36.jpg

        <No intersecting link>        DCS_STB_59_37.jpg
CASHIER

And what is under the jacket there?
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        DCS_STB_59_38.jpg
The CHILDREN look at each other fearfully, when 
suddenly the SECURITY GUARD comes rushing 
up and roars:

SECURITY GUARD

A penguin!

        DCS_STB_59_39.jpg
The CASHIER looks in his direction in amazement. 

        <No intersecting link>

        <No intersecting link>

        DCS_STB_59_40.jpg
At that | moment, the SECURITY MAN stum-
bles into an artfully stacked pyramid of chocolate 
snacks and is buried under it.

        DCS_STB_59_41.jpg
LIVI, DENIZ, MALEA and KENNY take advantage 
of the moment to grab Paul and storm out of the 
store without the groceries. Kenny has trouble fol-
lowing them. DENIZ grabs her and pulls her along.

        <No intersecting link>        <No intersecting link>
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